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1. An elderly female was found dead at home by her husband. The autopsy was most significant for an acute myocardial infarct with rupture due to hypertensive and atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. The autopsy was also notable for a multilobulated, firm, white-tan lesion in the liver that measured up to 7 cm in greatest dimension (see attached images). What is the histologic finding indicated by the arrows?

- Cryptoccocus
- Calcium deposits
- Suture material
- Snakeshot
- Radioembolization beads
Answer...
E. Radioembolization beads – (CORRECT ANSWER, 79.54 % of responses)

Patients with unresectable liver tumors may undergo radioembolization therapy, which is a targeted therapy that delivers radiation dose directly to the tumor via its arterial supply. This therapy may include yttrium-90 (Y-90) beads or microspherules which appear as black and uniformly spherical depositions in H&E tissue sections. The decedent had a history of cholangiocarcinoma treated with chemotherapy and recent radioisotope treatment.
A. Cryptococcus (10.9% of responses)

Cryptococcus is a fungus that has a thick capsule made of polysaccharides, commonly found in bird droppings and decaying wood. Infection occurs with inhalation of the spores. Although immunocompetent patients will remain asymptomatic, hematogenous dissemination can occur in immunosuppressed patients. Histologically, one can expect to see an inflammatory response in tissues, tissue architectural effacement, and possible necrosis. Usually, a silver stain for yeast forms and mucicarmine stain for yeast and capsule forms aid in the diagnosis.

B. Calcium deposits (7.27% of responses)

Calcium deposition has different subtypes, which include metastatic calcification (calcium deposits in uninjured tissue and abnormal calcium/phosphate levels) and dystrophic calcification (calcium deposits in previously injured tissue with normal calcium/phosphate levels). On H&E, they appear basophilic, clumped, or amorphous and granular. The calcium salt stain von Kossa can be used, which will stain the deposits black. Although in our picture there is presence of material in the vessels and tissue, they are uniformly spherical with smooth edges, making calcium deposits unlikely.
C. Suture material (1.53 % of responses)

On histology, suture material generally appears as glassy polygonal isomorphous structures that are birefringent on polarized light. If in place for a few days, sutures are usually accompanied by foreign body type reactions that can include granulomas. The deposits in our pictures are not consistent with suture material.

D. Snakeshot (0.76 % of responses)

The findings depicted in our images show microscopic deposits of black foreign material that are uniformly spherical with smooth edges. Snakeshot usually consists of number #12 shot, which is generally ~1.3 mm in diameter, and therefore much larger than the deposits seen in our image. Occasionally in firearm injuries can have soot deposition on histology, but those would appear as black granular material, rather than uniform and smooth-edged deposits.
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